We report here the discovery of an apparent excess of 2MASS M giant candidates with dereddened 0.85 < J −K S < 1.2 spanning a considerably large area of the celestial sphere between, at least, 100
Introduction
Recent surveys of the Galactic stellar content (e.g., Ibata et al. 1994 Ibata et al. , 2002 Majewski et al. 1996 Majewski et al. , 2003 Newberg et al. 2002, hereafter N02) have consolidated the notion that galactic mergers play a fundamental role in building our Milky Way (MW). A prominent feature in the Galactic halo is the tidal stream of the Sagittarius dSph, which circles the MW in a nearly polar orbit (Ibata et al. 2001, M03) . Another companion of our Galaxy remained hidden behind the veil of MW disk stars until its debris was discovered by N02 as an overdensity of A-F dwarfs in Monoceros. By using a statistical method to find relative stellar distances for a population with unknown [Fe/H], Rocha-Pinto et al. (2003, hereafter R03) found M giants from this disrupted satellite galaxy distributed over a large area of sky (see also M03). Given the evidence that the MW halo is highly substructured (Majewski 2003, e.g.) , it is likely that additional companions of the Milky Way remain to be discovered (Willman et al. 2004 , see also).
In the investigation of the N02 tidal stream, R03 pointed out smaller, more distant (R GC > 20 kpc) M giant overdensities that did not seem to be part of that structure. We have undertaken a systematic investigation of two of these more distant overdensities using a larger subsample of 2MASS M giant candidates. Here we show that at least one of these more distant M giants constitutes part of a new coherent structure that spans at least 50
• × 20
• in the second Galactic quadrant, over much of the constellations of Triangulum and Andromeda.
Data
The stellar sample we explore includes all stars from the 2MASS Point Source Release (2MASS-PSR) having dereddened colors 0.85 < J − K S < 1.5, K S < 13.0 and photometric quality flag 'AAA' that also meet the color selection criteria for M giants candidates in the (J − K S , J − H) diagram (M03). Reddening and extinction in J and K S were calculated by (A J , A K S , E J−K S ) = (0.90, 0.25, 0.65)αE B−V , where E B−V is from Schlegel et al. (1998) . α is an attenuation factor that produces better results when using the Schlegel et al. E B−V in regions of high extinction. The adopted value of α = 2 3 , as well as the selected extinction coefficients at J and K S , best reconstructed the un-extinguished distribution of normal giants in the (J − K S , J − H) diagram when applied to raw 2MASS J, H, and K S magnitudes in regions of moderate extinction (A V ∼ 3).
Relative stellar distances were calculated as in R03: The distance probability density function (DPDF) for each star is computed by propagating the uncertainty of the stellar metallicity, according to an assumed metallicity probability distribution function (MPDF). To facilitate comparison with the R03 distance scale, we adopt a Gaussian MPDF, with [Fe/H] = −1.00 dex and σ = 0.40 dex. Hereafter, we will use as an estimate of the distance the mode of the DPDF for each star. R03 give an approximate equation for the variation of this distance as a function of [Fe/H] .
An Excess of Stars in the Outer Galaxy
The Galactic Equator and l = 0, 180
• meridian can be used in the definition of three presumed MW symmetries, namely, equatorial, meridional and diagonal, defined so that a stellar field limited by the coordinates ([l 1 :
, respectively. We compare these pairs of analogous fields to search for asymmetries in stellar density that may represent Galactic substructure. We discard from the analysis any 1 deg 2 field if it, or its counterpart, has E B−V > 0.15. This reddening limit ensures that the differential reddening among the target fields is A K S ≤ 0.03. Figure 1a summarizes this symmetry analysis in a composite polar contour plot of excess stars in the Galactic neighborhood. The densities correspond to the positive excesses in stellar density between opposite hemispheres across each symmetry, averaged over the three symmetries considered above.
Several features in the plot can be identified with known satellites of the Milky Way, reinforcing our claim that we recover significant halo substructures with this method. The precise distance range where these structures make their appearance in the plot is not accurate for some satellites because distances were calculated for a population with [Fe/H] = −1.0±0.4. Residual photometric errors, metallicity spread and extinction effects artificially stretch the distance range covered by these structures, giving rise to "Finger of God" effects. Pieces of the extensive tidal tail structure that in our previous papers we dubbed the Galactic Anticenter Stellar Structure (GASS) -associated with N02's discovery in Monoceros -are seen in Figure 1a at 110
• < l < 170
• and 210
• with heliocentric distances between 5 and 13 kpc. In this plot, GASS's signal is not very strong nor does it appear as a continuous stream (as in R03) due to the severe limit on E(B − V ) adopted.
Here we call attention to an additional, unexplained, large grouping of apparent M giants stretching from l ∼ 100
• to l ∼ 150
• between 15 to 30 kpc from the Sun. Two areas of higher density are in the constellations Triangulum and Andromeda (hereafter, "TriAnd"). Another grouping (hereafter, "Per"), at 155
• < l < 174
• and d 18 kpc, lies in Perseus. The latter group is more easily seen in Figure 1b , when we apply a less rigorous reddening limit. Both panels give the impression that Per is related to TriAnd, but, as shown below, they are likely to be unrelated. These same concentrations were already found by R03 as secondary peaks within the DPDF at the corresponding lines of sight. . Most of the stellar overdensities correspond to known Milky Way satellites -the LMC, SMC, and Sagittarius galaxies -or an extension of the recently system first discovered in Monoceros by N02, labeled GASS (Galactic Anticenter Stellar Stream) in the plot. A new, large area overdensity of stars, here called TriAnd, can be seen between 15 and 30 kpc from the Sun, between the longitudes l ∼ 100
• and l ∼ 170
• . (b) Expanded view of the TriAnd region when R03's reddening limit of E B−V < 0.55 is adopted. Per was initially found when we limited the sample to this reddening value. With a more conservative reddening limit, Per is mostly eliminated as an excess feature. We opted to include its stars in this discussion to test the possibility that Per and TriAnd are associated. however, as in Figure 1 , this projection shows no obvious core as would be expected for a typical dwarf galaxy. The presence of considerable foreground dust may hinder the search for a core in this region, as can be appreciated from the large open areas that we have been forced to ignore due to excessive reddening.
We have considered the possibility that TriAnd is an artifact created by misclassified M dwarfs. The separation between M giants and dwarfs in the (J − K S , J − H) diagram begins at J − K S ∼ 0.85 (Bessell & Brett 1988 ), so we expect some interloping dwarfs at the blue limit of our sample, due to photometric errors and cosmic scatter. Indeed, we have found in our data a kind of shell around the Sun, along almost every line of sight, composed of stars having 0.85 < J − K S < 0.90 and 12.5 < K S < 13.0, which we take to be misclassified M dwarfs (see discussion of a similar "contamination shell" effect in M03). The apparent magnitudes of these shell interlopers are translated to similar stellar distances as redder, intrinsically brighter TriAnd M giants. While a symmetric shell of such M dwarf interlopers should not contribute to our "excesses" in Figures 1 and 2 , if sufficiently dominant, statistical fluctuations might conspire to create a false excess signal, as could actual local M dwarf substructure. To assess the influence of M dwarf interlopers, we use a reduced proper-motion diagram (hereafer, RPMD) for luminosity discrimination. A 'propermotion' estimate, µ, was calculated from the 2MASS-PSR parameter dist op, which gives the displacement between the 2MASS source position and an associated optical source in some published catalogues. We used only dist op measured with respect to USNO-A2.0. This parameter was divided by 50 or 20 yr, for declinations above or below −30
• , respectively, to take into account the approximate time baseline from the first epoch observations made at Palomar and ESO, respectively. A TriAnd target field was defined by the range (l, b) = ([105
, corresponding to the area where TriAnd appears strongest. We extract from the 2MASS catalogue all stars having 11.0 < K S < 12.5 in the TriAnd and symmetric fields (since this is the magnitude range that has been translated to the TriAnd distances in Fig. 1 ) and take the difference between the averaged RPMD of the symmetric fields and the TriAnd field RPMD. An example of this extracted RPMD is shown in Figure 3 . We have used diagonal Galactic symmetry to construct this particular plot; the other two symmetry tests yield similar results. The RPMD quantity H K is given by H K ≡ K S +5 log µ+5. Figure 3 shows a residual red giant branch (RGB) down to a red clump at J − K ∼ 0.6 in the TriAnd RPDM. The theoretical RGB isochrone for [Fe/H] = −1.0 (Ivanov & Borissova 2002) gives a reasonable fit to the observed RGB. Nevertheless, figure  3 suggests that some M dwarfs with J − K S 0.85 interlope in the sample, but the number of TriAnd M giants greatly increases with this color selection.
Another feature visible in the RPMD is a significant excess of main sequence turnoff stars with J −K S 0.40; the corresponding mean apparent magnitude of these stars is K S ≈ 12.1.
The turnoff and M dwarfs are local features that should be located at 500-1000 pc and 150-200 pc, according to typical JHK S magnitudes for a G0 and M4 dwarf, respectively. Therefore, these features are unrelated to the RGB stars with J − K S > 0.90, since, with K S > 11.0, such RGB stars are located much farther away from the Sun, presuming an average absolute magnitude of M K S ∼ −5.5 ± 1.1 (Rocha-Pinto et al. 2004, in preparation) .
Spectroscopy of Triand Stars
A test of the nature of the TriAnd excess comes via the kinematical properties of its constituent stars. We collected spectra for 36 TriAnd and ten Per M giants, as well as 51 spectra of twenty radial velocity standard stars on UT 2003 December 13-18, as part of an ongoing M giant radial velocity program using the B&C Spectrograph on the Bok 2.3 m telescope at Steward Observatory. The spectra cover 7800Å < λ < 9000Å at R ∼ 3300. Radial velocity standards were taken from the IAU standard list and from stars in Bettoni & Galletta (2001) . Spectral reduction and v r calculations followed the procedure outlined by Crane et al. (2003) . Our internal radial velocity accuracy (∼ 8 km s −1 among v r standards) is larger than the 2.7 km s −1 achieved by Crane et al. (2003) due to differences in resolution and a slight undersampling of the Bok data compared to Crane et al.'s spectra.
Our observations are summarized in Table 1 , where we give, for each star, respectively, its name, Galactic coordinates, Julian day of observation, estimated S/N ratio per pixel at λ ∼ 8630Å, K S , J − K S , the mode of the DPDF, heliocentric v r and its associated error, derived metallicity (see below) and the overdensity to which the star belongs, respectively. Figure 4 summarizes our v r measurements of TriAnd and Per stars, transformed to the Galactic Standard of Rest, using Θ LSR = 220 km s −1 . Only a few TriAnd stars have v r consistent with being disk M dwarfs. Moreover, most TriAnd stars show a relatively small observed velocity dispersion [σ ∼ 19.5 km/s around a linear fit of the v r (l) trend (not shown in the plot), after discarding stars deviating by more than 3σ] and have an average velocity (∼ 27 km s −1 ) inconsistent with a circular orbit at R GC = 30 kpc assuming a flat Galactic rotation curve. In contrast, Perseus stars have v r = 57 km/s -i.e. not completely inconsistent with being disk stars; their observed dispersion is σ ∼ 20.7 km s −1 . Taking into account an average observed error in v r for these stars of 10 km s −1 , the real velocity dispersion of the TriAnd and Per samples are 17 and 18 km s −1 , respectively. The v r (l) trend found among TriAnd stars does not seem to connect with the Perseus stars, despite our initial expectation that they were part of the same structure. On the other hand, the TriAnd velocity trend does fall along that of GASS, suggesting a possible connection, though we stress that the two features are at different distances, with GASS interior to TriAnd (Majewski et al. 2004, in preparation) 1 .
The NIR Na I doublet (λλ8193, 8195) is a well known index sensitive to log g and can be used to classify the stars we observed as giants or dwarfs (Schiavon et al. 1997) . Six of the stars in Table 1 have red dwarf gravities and two stars have undefined spectra, although they are more likely to be dwarfs than giants. The other stars have red giant spectra, according to the standards given by Schiavon et al. (1997) . The red dwarfs are just those stars in the TriAnd longitude range that have v r closer to the expected local trend in Figure 4 . The last column of Table 1 indicates whether the star have dwarf ('D'), giant ('G') or undefined ('U') spectra.
Metallicities were calculated from the same spectra by comparing the sum of three Ca IRT spectral indices for target and standard stars, as explained by Crane et al. (2003) . Only spectra with a S/N higher than 30 were used in this calculation. The result is an average metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.2, with σ ∼ 0.5 dex, for twenty TriAnd stars. Per stars are more metal poor, with [Fe/H] ≤ −1.5. Metallicity was not calculated for the stars spectroscopically identified as dwarfs, since our relation between [Fe/H] and the Ca IRT indices was calibrated with M giant standards.
Discussion
A remarkable aspect of the TriAnd feature is that it is very diffuse and large. This no doubt conspired to keep it hidden among Milky Way stars, in spite of it being at relatively high (l ∼ 30
• ) Galactic latitude. In a companion paper, Majewski et al. (2004) detect the more populous, though still diffuse TriAnd main sequence turn-off, and from the rather constant areal density of these stars calculate a luminous mass of ∼ 1.6 × 10 6 M ⊙ . These are properties unlike any known Milky Way satellite. If a bound system, TriAnd must be a very massive, but very dark satellite. Our calculated velocity dispersion would be consistent with a system having a very large M/L.
Alternatively, with such a low luminous mass, TriAnd could be a largely unbound cloud of stars from a completely disrupted dwarf galaxy. A recent catastrophic disruption could explain a diffuse, apparently coreless but still round configuration, and why the system has not yet stretched into tidal tails -although, such tidal tails would be even more diffuse 1 We have considered the possibility that the TriAnd excess is a false signal due to improper photometric distances assigned to GASS stars. Such stars would need to have an [Fe/H] exceeding +1.0 dex to reduce their distances to that of the foreground GASS stars. But these metallicities are strongly ruled out by the [Fe/H] values calculated for some TriAnd stars in this paper. We also show velocities for GASS stars published by Crane et al. (2003, asterisks) . The hatched area is the expected 2σ region for local M dwarfs following a circular orbit with rotation velocity Θ LSR , σ = 10 km s −1 , about the Galactic Center, while the dotted curve is for a similar rotational velocity at R GC = 30kpc. Stars classified as dwarfs or having undefined classification, according to the presence of strong Na I doublet lines the spectrum, are marked by an open circle. than the center of the system, and therefore even more difficult to detect. On the other hand, TriAnd may itself be tidal debris, perhaps just one higher density part of a longer, but diffuse tidal tail system. An obvious possibility is that TriAnd is an old piece of the system creating the closer GASS tail, perhaps a different, larger radius orbital wrap of this satellite galaxy. A similar orbital shape might explain the apparent continuous velocity trend from GASS to TriAnd stars seen in Figure 4 . The more metal poor content of TriAnd M giants compared to GASS M giants would be consistent with the idea that TriAnd is older both in terms of stellar ages and dynamical ages than the inner GASS stars. We plan to address these questions as well as the nature of Per in an upcoming paper.
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